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Abstract 

 

The unfolded band structure and optical properties of Cu-doped KCl crystals were computed by first 

principles within the framework of density functional theory, implemented in the ABINIT electronic 

structure package utilizing pseudopotential approximation and a plane-wave basis set. From a 

theoretical point of view, Cu substitution into pristine KCl crystals requires calculation by the supercell 

(SC) method. This procedure shrinks the Brillouin zone, resulting in a folded band structure that is 

difficult to interpret. To solve this problem and gain insight into the effect of copper ions (Cu+) on 

electronic properties, the band structure of SC KCl:Cu was unfolded to make a direct comparison with 

the band structure of the primitive cell (PC) of pristine KCl. To understand the effect of Cu substitution 

on optical absorption, we calculated the imaginary part of the dielectric function of KCl:Cu through a 

sum-over-states formalism and broke it down into different band contributions by partially making an 

iterated cumulative sum (ICS) of selected valence and conduction bands. Consequently, we identified 

those interband transitions that give rise to the absorption peaks due to the Cu+ ion. These transitions 

involve valence and conduction bands formed by the Cu-3d and Cu-4s electronic states.  

 

 

Keywords: DFT calculations, unfolding band structure, optical spectrum, KCl. 
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1. Introduction 

Alkali halide (AH) crystals are solids of great importance from theoretical and experimental 

points of view. They are of great research interest in solid-state physics [1], mainly due to their high 

stability [2]. Pure AH crystals are relatively easy to produce in large quantities. They possess high 

melting points, varying from 600 to 1000 °C [3], are poor conductors of heat [2], and have strong 

miscibility in polar media [4]. They are also the most ionic of all crystal compounds [2] that consist of 

ions bound together by electrostatic attraction, making them good candidates for studying other 

systems [5]. The AH crystals have a large energy gap in the order of 8–10 eV, making them useful for 

the development of laser optical components as optical transmission windows in the ultraviolet (UV) to 

infrared (IR) ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum [3,6], among other optical applications. AH 

crystals, either pure or doped, are also employed as neutron monochromators [3]. 

Potassium chloride (KCl) is an inorganic salt with properties similar to those of common salt 

(NaCl). KCl is employed in optical windows for laser applications [8], and as a scintillator or in 

dosimetry by adding impurities [9–11]. At the end of the 1960s, several experimental and theoretical 

studies on the optical properties of KCl and other AH crystals were presented [12–19]. Recently, 

theoretical predictions on novel KCl phases under pressure have been proposed [20]. Several studies 

have addressed doping of KCl with monovalent cations, e.g., Ga+, In+, and Tl+, to investigate distortion 

trends as a function of impurity [21]. Furthermore, recently published works show an enhancement in 

the optical properties of KCl crystals when doped with ZnO [11]. In other previous works, the optical 

properties of KCl crystals doped with Sb2O3 nanocrystals were investigated, analyzing the doping 

effects of the Sb2O3 nano-semiconductor on the optical properties of KCl crystals [22]. The optical 

properties of copper ion (CU+)-doped KCl and other AH crystals have also been studied due to their 

outstanding UV-light absorption properties [23–25], a characteristic that makes them excellent 

phosphor materials for many technological applications [26–28]. In the Cu+-doped KCl, several 

absorption bands in the UV region have been observed, with a strong dependence on temperature 
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[23,29]. These bands have been attributed to 3d10→3d94s1 transition states of Cu+. Theoretical 

calculations of the oscillator strength of Cu+ 3d10→3d94s1 transitions in NaCl hosts were performed to 

verify this conclusion [30]. Recently, Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculation of the electronic 

and optical properties of LiF:Cu+ was carried out, employing the CASTEP code within the 

pseudopotential approximation and reporting the formation of a band in the middle of the electronic 

bandgap due to copper (Cu) [31]. Despite the remarkable efforts that have been made to elucidate the 

electronic structure and origin of the absorption and emission spectra of the Cu+ ion embedded in KCl 

and other AH crystals, this has still not been achieved, and further theoretical studies with different 

models and methodologies are needed. 

In this paper, we report the results of DFT calculations of the band structure, density of states, 

and optical properties of the Cu+ ion embedded in KCl. To study and identify the effects that impurities 

have on its electronic structure, we unfolded the band structure of KCl:Cu and compared it with that of 

pristine KCl. The band-to-band contribution to the optical spectrum is examined by partially summing 

selected bands using the sum-over-states formalism [32], which is employed in the evaluation of the 

imaginary part of the linear electric susceptibility tensor. The transitions between valence and 

conduction bands that are responsible for the effects of Cu substitution on the absorption of KCl are 

thus identified. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly outlines the 

theory and provides the computational details. Section 3 presents a detailed discussion of the results of 

the unfolding and folding band structure, density of states, and band-to-band contribution to the optical 

response of pristine KCl and doped KCl:Cu system. Conclusions are given in Section 4. 

 

2 Theoretical methods and computational details 

 KCl is an ionic crystal with a rock salt structure (NaCl). The face-centered cubic (FCC) 

crystalline structure phase of KCl belongs to the space group (Hermann–Mauguin) Fm3m (number 225) 

and point group (Hermann–Mauguin) m3m. In this structure, an octahedron of six counterions 
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surrounds each ion; hence, the coordination number is six for both the anion, Cl−, and cation, K−. The 

experimental lattice constant is 6.29 Å [3,33–35]. Figure 1(a) shows the FCC primitive cell (PC) of 

pristine KCl, with two atoms at the base; the cation K− is located at the [0,0,0] position, and the anion 

Cl− is located at the [1/2,1/2,1/2] position, for which the Brillouin zone (BZ) is a truncated octahedron 

[36,37], and its primitive vectors are [0, 1/2,1/2], [1/2,0,1/2], and [1/2,1/2,0]. Figure 1(b) shows a larger 

FCC pristine system that contains eight times as many atoms as in the PC, so the number of atoms is 16 

(8 Cl− and 8 K−). This cubic phase was obtained by accurately multiplying the PC lattice constants of 

KCl by 2 x 2 x 2. As a result, the lattice vector length became twice that of the original unit cell of the 

PC and had the same primitive vectors. This system allows us to make Cu substitutions, doping the 

KCl structure. Figure 1(c) shows an FCC doped system that contains eight anions of Cl−, seven cations 

of K+, and one monovalent cation of Cu+, occupying the [0,0,0] position of the substituted cation K+. 

The six Cl− anions surrounding the monovalent Cu+ cation are asymmetric. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Pristine face-centered cubic (FCC) primitive cell of KCl with two atoms at the base, (b) 2 × 2 × 2 

pristine FCC supercell of the KCl with 16 atoms at the base, and (c) FCC supercell of KCl doped with Cu+ atom 

with 16 atoms at the base. The violet-, green-, and copper-colored spheres represent the potassium, chlorine, and 

copper atoms, respectively. The unit cell size and size of the atoms are depicted proportionally. 

 

 With this doped system, we can calculate the optical and electronic properties, and the 
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electronic and optical properties of the pristine supercell (SC)/PC work as a reference system to 

observe the effect of the Cu+ ion. Particular attention should be paid to the SC method of calculation. 

This method conveniently allows the folding of the bands into the smaller SC BZ that gives rise to a 

complicated band structure for which it is difficult to determine whether the bandgap is direct or 

indirect [38,39]. Moreover, other physical quantities, such as carrier mobility [40], require knowledge 

of the PC band structure. Several authors have already recently developed theories and methods with 

diverse approximations to unfold the SC band structure into a PC band structure, with successful results 

[39,41–53]. In this study, the unfolding of the SC BZ into the PC BZ was performed using the BandUP 

code [39,49,50], which is based on the evaluation of the spectral weight, ( ) | |∑
n

SC
nK

PC
nkmK ψψ=kP

2
, 

where |ψnk
PC ⟩ and ψmK

SC ⟩| are the eigenstates of the PC and SC, respectively and ( )kPmK  is the spectral 

weight. This method gives the probability that an eigenstate of a Hamiltonian, in the SC representation, 

will have the same character as a PC state. This unfolding procedure of the SC BZ has been 

successfully employed in several systems, such as SiGe nanowires [38], graphene [54,55], and ternary 

alloys [56]. 

The optical absorption spectrum is determined by  the dielectric function, ( )ωε [57], which is 

related to  the electric susceptibility ( )[ ]ωω;χ ab −1  [58] by ( ) ( )[ ]ωω;χπ+=ωε ab −141 .  The imaginary 

part of the electric susceptibility is given by: 

 

( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )ωωδkrkrf
π
kde=ωω;χ mn

b
mn

a
nm

mn
nm

ab −−ℑ ∑∫
≠

32

1 8h
      [1] 

 

In Eq. 1, e and h  are the elementary charge and Planck’s constant, respectively; n and m are the 

occupied initial and occupied final states nmmn ff=f − ; , with if  as the Fermi occupation factor, 
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which is zero or unity for cold semiconductors; ( ) ( ) ( )kωkω=kω nmmn −  are the frequency differences, 

where ( )kωm  is the DFT energy of band m at wave vector k ; and ( )kr a
nm  are the matrix position 

elements of bands m and n at vector k . Following the procedure of a previous work [32], in this study, 

we computed the expression given in Eq. 1. The peaks, presented in the ( )[ ]ωω;χ ab −ℑ 1  part, are due to 

the direct interband optical transitions between the valence and conduction bands, which can be 

identified from the critical points of the band structure. Moreover, in this study, the bands that can 

contribute significantly to the ( )[ ]ωω;χ ab −ℑ 1  part are identified by breaking down the 

( )[ ]ωω;χ ab −ℑ 1 part into different band contributions [59,60]. In addition, we considered the scissor 

correction [32,61], the approximation of which is obtained by a rigid shift of the DFT energies to an 

experimental value [62]. Therefore, the spectrum of ( )[ ]ωω;χ ab −ℑ 1  is rigidly shifted along the energy 

axis without changing the spectrum shape [32,61]. The real part ( )[ ]ωω;χ ab −ℜ 1  was computed using 

Kramers–Kronig relations [63]. Here, the indirect transitions are neglected because they have little 

contribution [64] to ( )[ ]ωω;χ ab −ℑ 1 , and the spin–orbit, local field, and electron–hole effects are also 

neglected [32,65]. The inclusion of these effects is beyond the scope of this study. 

The electronic and optical properties are calculated using the SC approach in the DFT 

framework, as is implemented in the freely available ABINIT code [66,67]. We chose the optimized 

norm-conserving Vanderbilt (ONCV) pseudopotentials [68] taken from the ONCVPSP-PBE-PD v0.4 

library, following Ref. [66]. These were validated against all-electron calculations and found to perform 

well. Among these pseudopotentials, the 3s23p63d104s1, 3s23p64s1, and 3s23p5 electrons of the Cu, K, and 

Cl atoms, respectively, are treated as valence states. We employed the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) 

general gradient approximation functional to calculate the exchange-correlation energy [69]. 
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Table 1. Parameters employed in the present study’s calculation. 

Unit cell Number of k-points  Size grid  Energy cutoff (Ha) 

  (a) KCl 3864 55×55×55 25 

  (b) K8Cl8 2920 19×19×19 25 

  (c) K7Cl8 :Cu 2920 19×19×19 25 

 

The wavefunctions were expanded in a plane-wave basis set and checked for convergence by applying 

a kinetic cutoff energy of 25 Ha. The Monkhorst–Pack scheme [70] was used to sample the irreducible 

Brillouin zone (IBZ). The IBZ integration was performed by employing the tetrahedron method [32].  

Table 1 shows the number of the chosen k-points, cutoff energy, and k-point mesh corresponding to the 

system, to assure convergence of the total energy and forces as well as the optical properties. The total 

energy of the self-consistent field (SCF) procedure was set to a value of 5 × 10-7 eV/atom. All the 

atomic positions of the studied systems were relaxed until the Hellmann–Feynman forces on each atom 

were lower than 20 meV/Å. The resulting atomic structures were used for all the calculations presented 

in this study. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Optimized lattice constant 

We computed the PC KCl lattice constant through minimization of the total energy by 

employing the parameters shown in Table 1. The obtained result was 4.507 Å for the FCC PC system, 

which is in agreement with the experimental lattice constant of 6.29 Å [3,33–35]— larger by 1.22% —

and is slightly shorter—by 0.3%—compared with other theoretical calculations that obtained 4.522 Å 

[71]. It is more similar to other calculations that used an all-electron scheme [28] (see Table 2). 
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Table 2 Lattice constant and bandgap obtained in the DFT calculation. 

Unit cell Lattice constant (Å) Bandgap (eV) 

(a)                   KCl 4.507 5.07 

(b)                   K8Cl8 9.014 5.07 

(c)                   K7Cl8:Cu 8.390 2.20 

 

The FCC supercell of the pristine system K8Cl8 is eight times the volume of the primitive cell of KCl. 

In Table 2, the lattice constant of the SC two times greater than the lattice constant of the PC. After the 

optimization of the K7Cl8:Cu system, the resulting unit cell is FCC with its three optimized lattice 

parameters measuring 8.390 Å, and its three lattice angles being 60°. The optimized volume of the 

pristine K8Cl8 is 472.0 Å3, and the volume of K7Cl8:Cu is 417.7 Å3. The SC volume of the doped 

system is 11.5% smaller, which is evidently due to copper doping (in Figure 1, this can be seen in the 

proportions of the unit cells). For this system, the calculated density of Cu based on its atomic weight 

and the volume of the unit cell with an 8.390 Å edge length is 0.25 g/cm3. The unit cell has five non-

equivalent atoms, and the distances between the Cu atom and the ions surrounding it are shorter by 

approximately 0.43 Å. The optimized bond length of K–Cu is 2.651 Å compared to the bond length of 

K–Cl atoms (3.090 Å) in the pristine system. 

 

3.2 Electronic band structure and density of states 

The band structure of the pristine KCl has been reported previously [28,35,71]. For comparison, 

in later sections with the doped system, we show in Figure 2(a) the band structure of the PC for KCl 

computed along high-symmetry directions in the BZ, from the BZ center Γ  with the coordinates 

(0,0,0) to the X point (0,0.5,0.5), W point (0.25,0.5,0.75), K point (0.375,0.375,0.75), Γ  point 
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(0.0,0.0,0.0), L point (0.0,0.0,0.5), U point (0.0,0.375,0.625), W point (0.25,0.5,0.75), L point (0.0, 

0.0,0.5), U point (0.0,0.375,0.625), and X point (0.0 0.5 0.5) in units of cπb,πa,π /2/2/2 , where a, b, 

and c are the lattice constants shown in Table 2. Figure 2 (b) shows the unfolded band structure of the 

pristine SC K8Cl8. The lowest direct Kohn–Sham band gap of the KCl obtained in both calculations is 

~5.07 eV, at the Γ  point, as indicated by the red arrow in Figure 2(a) and 2(b) (displayed in Table 2) 

and in agreement with previous calculations [35,71]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The upper panel (a) shows the band structure of the primitive cell (PC) for KCl. The lower 

panel (b) shows the folded band structure of the supercell (SC) of K8Cl8 along with the same high-

symmetry directions of the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the PC. The shortest direct Kohn–Sham bandgap 

indicated by the red arrow is ~5.07 eV at the Γ  point in both plots. 
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In these calculations, the bandgap is underestimated by ~3.53 eV compared with the experimental 

value of 8.6 eV [72,73] of the KCl, and other recently reported all-electron DFT calculations using the 

modified Becke–Johnson approximation [28]. To correct the bandgap that was underestimated by DFT 

[74], we applied a scissor correction of 3.53 eV to the conduction bands, which shifted them to the 

experimental value. Following and comparing the results presented in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), it can be 

seen that the principal difference is the band dispersion in the K– Γ –L direction, although we consider 

the same crystal. This difference is due to SC shrink of the BZ; thus, one should not wrongly conclude 

something that depends on the dispersion of the band structure (e.g., the effective mass) using an SC 

band structure. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The upper panel (a) shows the projected density of states (PDOS) for the pristine PC for KCl. The 
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lower panel (b) shows the PDOS for the pristine SC of K8Cl8. In both plots, the Cl-3p states dominate at the 

Fermi level. Notice the main difference: the density is higher in the SC than in the PC system. The color code is 

violet for K and green for Cl. 

 

To elucidate the nature of the electronic band structure, we calculated the projected density of 

states (PDOS) as a function of energy for the pristine PC KCl (Figure 3 (a)), SC K8Cl8 (Figure 3 (b)), 

and doped SC K7Cl8:Cu (Figure 5(a), (b), and (c)) structures. In those plots, the Fermi energy is shifted 

to zero. For the pristine PC and SC, our results are in good agreement with those of previous studies 

[28]; notice that the density of PDOS for the SC is higher than that for the PC. The examination of the 

PDOS shows that the width of valence bands is approximately 1 eV, which is in agreement with the 

folded band structure shown in Figure 2(b). The highest valence bands are mainly formed by the Cl-3p 

states, which are in line with previous studies [35]. Just slightly below the Fermi level, there are tiny 

contributions of K-3p states, as can be seen from the PDOS plot in Figure 3. Thus, there is a slight 

admixture (not an overlap) between the Cl-3p states and a few K-3p states, as expected for an ionic 

compound. Meanwhile, at approximately 5 eV, the bottom conduction bands have contributions from 

both the K-4s and Cl-4s states. 

 

3.3. Folded band structure of the doped K7Cl8:Cu 

The effect of the Cu atom on the electronic properties was analyzed. Figure 4(a) shows the 

folded band structure for the doped K7Cl8:Cu system, along the same high-symmetry path used in the 

calculation for the pristine PC KCl. Figure 4(b) shows a zoomed view of the folded band structure in 

the range of −4.0 to 0.5 eV, where the dispersionless character of the bands located at the (shifted) 

Fermi level can be clearly observed. The lowest calculated direct Khon–Sham bandgap is 2.2 eV at the 

Γ point. 
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Figure 4. The upper panel (a) shows the calculated folded band structure of SC K7Cl8:Cu along the 

same high-symmetry directions of the BZ used in the PC. The lower panel (b) shows a zoomed region 

in the energy range of 4.0 to 0.5 eV. The lowest direct Kohn–Sham bandgap, indicated by the red arrow, 

is about 2.2 eV at the Γ point. 

 

Partial DOS is plotted in Figure 5(a-c) for Cl, K, and Cu atoms, respectively. Cl and K atoms 

present small p-state contributions at the Fermi level, as shown by Figure 5(a) and (b). A closer 

examination of the PDOS for the Cu ion plotted in Figure 5(c) reveals two sharp peaks located around 

the Fermi level, the maxima of which are shifted by ~0.6 eV compared to one another. The two topmost 

valence bands are formed by Cu-3d states and a couple of sub-bands, shown in Figure 4(b), clearly 

localized at 0.6 eV below the Fermi level. They are also composed of Cu-3d states, as the PDOS 
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indicates. In the energy range of −2.0 to −4.0 eV, there are many bands bunched together with a 

dispersionless character, as is clearly shown in Figure 4. These bands are also mainly composed of Cl-

3p states, as the PDOS reveals. In the energy range of 2 to 4 eV, there are also many bands bunched 

together with a dispersionless character. These bands are mainly composed of K-d states, as the PDOS 

reveals. The bottom conduction band also has a dispersionless character and is composed solely of Cu-s 

states. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The upper panel (a): PDOS for the Cl atom. Middle panel (b): PDOS for the K atom. The lower panel 

(c): PDOS for the Cu atom. The Cu-3d states dominate at the Fermi level with a sharply peaked density, and at 

2.2 eV, the Cu-4s states dominate. For all atoms, s-, p-, and d-states are identified by light blue, black, and red 
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lines, respectively. 

3.3 Unfolded band structure of pristine K8Cl8 and doped K8Cl8:Cu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Effective band structure (EBS) for pristine SC K8Cl8 (left panel) and EBS for doped SC 

K7Cl8:Cu (right panel), along with the same high-symmetry directions in the BZ and the same energy 

range. The color scale represents the number of PC bands crossing the energy interval (0.05 eV) at a 

given primitive wave vector [41,51,78]. 

 

To gain a better understanding of the Cu atom doping effects on the KCl at the electronic level, 

we unfolded the band structure of the doped SC K8Cl8:Cu. To perform a test and make a comparison 

with the doped system, we also unfolded the pristine SC K8Cl8. The left panel of Figure 6 shows the 

unfolded band structure for pristine SC K8Cl8 or the so-called effective band structure (EBS), 

introduced by Popescu [39,43] and other researchers [49,75,76]. The EBS can be directly compared to 

Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) data [55]. The EBS for the pristine SC K8Cl8 

should give the exact eigenvalues obtained from the band structure calculation employing PC KCl. We 

found the band structures of the PC and SC KCl to be identical due to the perfect translation of the 
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primitive cells that built the pristine SC K8Cl8. To facilitate mutual comparison, the EBS shown in 

Figure 6 was computed within the same energy range and high-symmetry directions in the BZ 

employed in the band structure of PC KCl, as shown in Figure 2(a). The EBS of the doped SC 

K8Cl8:Cu is depicted in the right panel of Figure 6. As shown in this figure, the effect of Cu doping on 

the electronic structure of pure KCl is dramatic. As shown in the right panel, the Cu doping greatly 

modifies the electronic structure of KCl, narrowing the energy bandgap and opening small gaps in the 

valence and conduction bands. The Fermi level has shifted to zero energy axes. 

A detailed examination of Figure 6 indicates that Cu-doping of the KCl structure reduces the 

direct energy bandgap and that the unfolding procedure preserves the same direct character of the 

energy bandgap (Figure 4). Previous studies suggest that the folded bands fail to reproduce the indirect 

bandgap character [38,77]. The cutoff of the energy bandgap is attributed to the appearance of empty 

bands with a dispersionless character located at 1.0 and 2.0 eV. The right panel of Figure 6 shows the 

existence of a single valence band located at the Fermi level with small peaks and valleys; despite these, 

the band is quite flat, thus producing a pronounced peak in the PDOS. Further analysis of the valence 

bands reveals bunched-together bands in the energy range of −3.0 to −1.0 eV, showing many small 

energy gap openings that are not observed in the folded band structure of the SC K8Cl8:Cu, shown in 

Figure 2(b). Interestingly, similar energy gap openings were found in bi-graphene studies [55]. 

Moreover, a small gap appeared in the bottom conduction bands at an energy of 5.0 eV, located at the 

Γ –L valley. A direct comparison between the bottom conduction band of pristine EBS (left panel of 

Figure 6) and the bottom conduction band of the doped EBS (right panel of Figure 6) shows that 

significant changes occurred in the k– Γ –L valley, which drastically changed the band dispersion and 

opened small gaps, as mentioned before. 

 

3.4 Optical properties 

Optical properties (OP) are a valuable source of atomic structural information, and their 
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electronic band structure largely determines them [79,80]. Once we obtained the optimized crystal 

structure of the KCl, the OPs were calculated by evaluating Eq. 1. Figure 7(a) shows the xx component 

of the imaginary ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part of the electric susceptibility tensor for the pristine PC KCl in the 

energy range of 0 to 20 eV, which is in good agreement with previous calculations [28]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. The upper panel (a) shows the calculated ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part corresponding to pristine PC 

KCl, with the FCC structure and two atoms in the base. The lower panel (b) shows the calculated 

( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  corresponding to pristine SC K8Cl8, ( 222 ××  pristine PC KCl), with 16 atoms in the 

base. 

 

Figure 7 (b) shows the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part for the pristine SC K8Cl8. As shown in this figure, 

the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part starts to rise at 5.0 eV, and it has peaks located at 7.8, 10.2, 15.5, and 18.6 eV. 

There are minor peaks located at 8.4 and 13.3 eV. At the onset of the signal, there is a shoulder in the 
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energy range of 5.0 to 6.7 eV, which is mainly due to the direct transitions from the topmost valence 

bands(highest-energy valence bands) at the Γ point. As the crystal structure of KCl is completely 

isotropic, the xx, yy, and zz components are also isotropic. Hereafter, we only present the xx component, 

and the scissor correction of 3.53 eV was applied at the end. The main difference between the PC and 

SC responses is located above 12.0 eV on the energy axis because the number of electronic bands 

necessary to converge the SC system is higher than that of the PC. Nonetheless, the signals are similar 

in the energy range of 5 to 10 eV. Figure S1 (a) and (b) (Supplementary Information) shows the real 

part of the pristine PC KCl and SC K8Cl8 systems. The real part provides information about the 

polarizability of the material. Figure S1 (a) shows that the static value ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℜ 1  is 0.1 

( )( )0.101 =χ xx  for pristine PC KCl. From here, it starts to increase and reach a large peak with a value 

of 0.3 at 6.9 eV. After that, a rapid decrease is observed until it reaches zero. The negative values of the 

real part are observed in the energy range of 10.28 to 14.43 eV and above 15.5 eV. At 10.28 eV, the real 

part changes sign. The negative values of the real part are indicative of metallic behavior, whereas a 

change of sign in the real part indicates the occurrence of plasmonic resonances in the energy region 

where it crosses the energy axes with a positive slope. The real part for the pristine SC has a similar 

behavior. 

 3.5 Breakdown of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part of pristine SC KCl into different band contributions 

Figure 8(a) shows the breakdown of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part, taking into account the transitions 

within an iterated cumulative sum (ICS) of all the valence bands, assigning to the top valence band the 

index 1 (VB1), the sub-top valence band 2 (VB2), and so on (e.g., VB[1], VB[1+2]) against the single 

bottom conduction band (CB1). In this in-house developed scheme, the first ICS corresponds to the 

contributions to the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part due to the top valence and bottom conduction bands. The red 

line in Figure 8(a) clearly shows that the contribution to the onset of the signal up to 6.5 eV is 50%. 

The second ISC, which takes into account the top valence and sub-top valence bands against the single 
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bottom conduction band, is depicted by the solid blue line in Figure 8(a), which clearly shows that this 

ICS contributes to the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part by almost 95% for the onset of the signal. The rest of the 

ICS contributes only about 5%. Twenty of the ICSs are plotted and shown in Figure 8(a). Our 

calculated band contribution breakdown indicates that we only need the two topmost valence bands and 

the bottom conduction band to build up the onset of the signal of up to 6.5 eV with an accuracy of 95%. 

Moreover, based on the PDOS, the Cl-3p states mainly form the two topmost valence bands, and the 

bottom conduction band is composed of a mixture of Cl-s and K-s states. Therefore, the onset of the 

signal up to 6.5 eV is due to the direct transitions involving Cl-3p, Cl-4s, and K-4s states at the Γ  

point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Breakdown of the imaginary part of the SC K8Cl8 into different band contributions. The 

upper panel (a) shows the decomposition of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1 part by only considering the 20 highest 
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valence band (VB) transitions to only the first conduction band (CB), e.g., [ ] [ ]11 → CBVB , 

[ ] [ ] [ ]121 → CBVB + , [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]1321 → CBVB ++ . The lower panel (b) shows the decomposition of the 

( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part only considering the 20 highest VB transitions to only the first and second CBs, 

e.g., [ ] [ ] [ ]211 → +CBVB ,   [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]21321 → +++ CBVB . The black dotted line in both panels represents the 

( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part, taking into account all VBs and CBs considered in the calculation. 

 

Figure 8 (b) shows the breakdown of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part with an ICS considering all valence 

bands against the two bottom-most conduction bands. The figure shows that the contribution of the first 

ICS, depicted by the solid blue line, considers the transitions from the top valence band to the two 

bottom-most conduction bands, which are similar to those when we consider a single bottom 

conduction band. The third ICS, depicted as a solid yellow line in Figure 8(b), builds the large peak 

located at 7.8 eV. In summary, and to solve the first large peak located at 7.8 eV and peaks located at 

higher energies, we need to take higher conduction bands into account. 

 

3.6 The ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part of the doped K7Cl8:Cu 

Figure 9 shows the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part that corresponds to the doped SC K7Cl8:Cu system 

depicted by the solid blue line, while the solid black line corresponds to the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part of the 

pristine SC K8Cl8 system. We have included both signals on the same graphic to compare them. Figure 

9 shows that doping KCl with Cu had a drastic effect on in its optical properties. The main peak starts 

to rise at 0.9 eV and ends at 4.0 eV and is composed of four sub-peaks located at 1.1, 1.87, 2.3, and 2.9 

eV. In the energy range of 4.0 to 6.7 eV, there is a large peak located at 5.7 eV with little ripples. Above 

the energy range of 6.7 eV, the signals and peaks for the doped and pristine systems are similar, and 

those peaks are located at an energy of 7.8 eV. The larger peak observed in the pristine signal around 10 

eV, and not observed in the doped system, is caused by the number of conduction bands considered in 
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the calculation. Figure 1S (c) shows the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℜ 1  part for the doped SC K7Cl8:Cu. It also clearly 

shows that the static value of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℜ 1  part is 0.22, (χ1
xx (0)= 0.22), which is slightly more 

than double for the pristine case of 0.1. As a consequence, the refraction index of the doped SC 

K7Cl8:Cu, which is related to the static value of the dielectric function, can increase at around 70% 

compared with the pristine case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. The solid blue line represents the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part of the SC K7Cl8:Cu in the energy range 

of 0 to 11 eV. The black solid line represents the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part of the pristine SC K8Cl8 system. 

 

Figure 1S (c) also shows that the largest peak, with a value of 0.3, is located at 0.8 eV, followed by a 

rapid decrease until 0.15 at 1.31 eV, after starting to rise to form a large peak located at 1.6 eV. From 

here, it begins to decrease until it crosses zero at 2.3 eV. At this energy value, the real part changes sign, 

indicating an occurrence of plasmonic resonances. Negative values of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℜ 1 part are 

observed in the energy range of 2.30 to 2.70, 7.90 to 15.9 eV, and above 17.8 eV. Comparing the 

( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℜ 1  part of the pristine and the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℜ 1  part of the doped case, we find significant 

differences, similar to those found in the imaginary parts. 
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3.7. Breakdown of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part of the doped SC K7Cl8:Cu into band contributions 

 To elucidate the transitions contributing to the peaks that are located in the energy range of 

interest, we depict, in Figure 10, the computed breakdown of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1 part into band 

contributions (see also the video in the supplementary material). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Breakdown of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part of the K7Cl8:Cu into different band contributions. 

The upper panel (a) shows the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part, taking into account all valence bands with a single 

bottom conduction band. The lower panel (b) shows the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part, taking into account all 

valence bands with the two bottom-most conduction bands. The black dotted line represents the total 

( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part, considering all valence and conduction bands available. 

 

In Figure 10(a), the first ICS that involves the single top valence band (VB[1]) and single bottom 

conduction band (CB[1]) accounts for the entire peak of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part located at 1.1 eV. 
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Following the calculated PDOS presented in Figure 5(c), the top valence band is dispersionless and is 

composed of Cu-3d states, while the bottom conduction band is mainly composed of Cu-s states. Thus, 

the first peak of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1 , located at 1.1 eV, is caused by the transitions of Cu-3d to Cu-4s, 

mainly at the Γ point. For Cu-s states at around 2.2 eV, this figure also shows a PDOS with a low 

density of states, implying a broader bottom conduction band. In contrast, the same PDOS shows a 

very high density of states located at the Fermi level, indicating a relatively narrow valence band. Our 

calculations show that the intraband transitions take place from a dispersionless band composed of Cu-

3d states to the bottom conduction band formed by Cu-4s states. Our calculated Kohn–Sham bandgap 

for the pristine case is 5.07 eV, which is an underestimation of 59% compared with the experimental 

value of 8.6 eV. If we consider this 59% to estimate the correct bandgap of the doped system, we obtain 

3.90 eV; therefore, the first peak of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1 should be located at 3.17 eV, in excellent 

agreement with previous works [23]. Experimentally, it has been corroborated that there is a transition 

for copper, located at 2.2 eV, which explains why the copper has a reddish color. [81] Considering our 

calculations and the shift to 3.17 eV of the first absorption peak, the doped system should have a violet 

color due to the transitions between the top valence band, formed by Cu-3d states, and the bottom 

conduction band, formed by Cu-4s states. The second ICS that involves the topmost and second-

topmost valence bands (VB[1+2]) and the single bottom conduction band (CB[1]) is depicted in the solid 

blue line of Figure 10(b). This transition contributes to the first peak located at 1.1 eV and the peak at 

4.3 eV. Therefore, the peak located at 5.7 eV is also due to the Cu-3d states. The ICS involving valence 

bands with 3 to 5 indices account for the small peaks located at 5.7 eV, and those that involve valence 

bands with 7 to 40 indices against the single bottom conduction band contribute to the most significant 

peak, located at 7.8 eV. According to the calculated PDOS shown in Figure 5(c), these valence bands 

are located in the energy range of −2.0 to −4.0 eV and are mainly composed of Cl-3p states. This peak 

begins with transitions from Cl-3p states to the bottom conduction band, which is composed of a 
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mixture of Cu-4s. 

To gain more insight into the optical absorption details, we now break down the 

( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1 part considering the two bottom-most conduction bands against all the valence bands. 

The first ICS transition, taking into account the single top valence and two bottom conduction bands, is 

depicted as a solid red line in Figure 10(b). It provides the sole contribution to the first peak of the part 

located at 1.1 eV and contributes in part to a peak located at 1.87 eV. The behavior is similar to the case 

when we take a single bottom conduction band. Indeed, the four peaks of the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part 

located at 1.1, 1.87, 2.3, and 2.9 eV involve transitions from the two topmost valence bands to the 

bottom conduction bands. The PDOS indicates that those transitions involve Cu-3d and K-3d states. In 

summary, the first peak located at 1.1 eV is initiated by the transitions between the top valence bands, 

formed by pure Cu-3d states, to the bottom conduction band, formed by Cu-4s states. The second peak, 

located at 1.87 eV, is associated with transitions from the topmost valence bands to the second bottom 

bands. Therefore, it is contributed to by transitions from the top valence band formed by pure Cu-3d 

states to the second conduction band formed by K-3d states (see Figure 4). The onset of the peak 

located at 5.7 eV is initiated by the transitions between bands formed mainly of Cl-3p states to 

conduction bands formed of Cu-4s. Indeed, transitions to conduction bands formed by K-3d states 

(located at 4 eV) must also occur to form this peak. 

 

6. Conclusions  

In summary, we employed the band structure unfolding technique to study the electronic properties and 

breakdown the imaginary part of the dielectric susceptibility of the pristine KCl and doped KCl:Cu 

systems to gain fundamental insights into the effect of copper doping on the electronic structure and 

optical properties of pure KCl. To study the changes in the band structure, we performed a direct 

comparison with the band structure of the pure KCl. In addition, we unfolded the band structure of the 
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pure SC KCl, recovering the exact band structure of the PC KCl. Our findings show significant 

differences between the unfolded band structure of the Cu-doped KCl and the unfolded band structure 

of pure KCl. For the doped system, the bandgap was drastically reduced. Moreover, a dispersionless 

electronic band associated to Cu-3d states appears at the Fermi level, and the conduction bands above 

the Fermi level are attributed to the Cu-4s electronic states. There is also less dispersion in the bottom 

conduction band of the doped system and a large dispersion in the bottom conduction band for pristine 

KCl. In general, the main differences between the folded and the unfolded band structures of the doped 

KCl are the drastic change in the overall dispersion and the opening of small energy gaps in the bands, 

which were revealed by the unfolding procedure. The unfolding method was proven useful in the study 

of doped materials or those containing vacancies. To study the optical properties, we broke down the 

( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part into band contributions. The sum-over-states formalism allows one to decompose 

band-to-band contribution through partial band-index summation, the bands of which significantly 

contribute to ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1 . This methodology, proposed here together with PDOS, allows us to 

identify and analyze the origin of the peaks presented in the ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  part. Our findings for the 

doped case show that the first peak of ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  located at 1.1 eV is due to transitions between 

the top valence band, which consists solely of Cu-3d states, to the bottom conduction band, formed of 

Cu-4s states. Therefore, the first peak is attributed to the transitions from Cu-3d to Cu-4s states. The 

second peak, located at 1.87 eV, is due to transitions between the top valence band and bottom 

conduction band. In addition, transitions between the top valence band and the sub-bottom conduction 

band were ascribed to K-3d states, i.e., the second peak of ( )[ ]ωω;χ xx −ℑ 1  located at 1.87 eV is due to 

an admixture of electronic transitions from Cu-3d to Cu-4s states and from Cu-3d to K-3d states. We 

explain the origin of the onset of the signals and demonstrate that the methodology of decomposing the 

imaginary part into band contributions is a powerful tool in achieving a better understanding of the 

transitions participating in the optical response peaks. 
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